
 

TROUBLESHOOTING: 

1. See Troubleshooting Table 

2. Cycle Power To Reset Boiler if things don’t seem to be responding.  

Gas Pressure:  

1. Verify gas pressure.  

a. Is low gas pressure switch tripped? 

b. Did the gas pressure spike? Bleed air off from the top port on the gas valve 

c. Is there air in the gas line? 

2. Verify gas lines are connected and didn’t come loose.  

Electrical: 

3. Verify all wiring connections to each black control module 

4. Verify correct power supply. Is the Neutral wired in? 

 

Condensate & Flue Errors: 

1. These pressure switches can go bad. Follow IOM for testing.  

2. Errors can occur if the condensate fills the condensate traps too rapidly.  

a. Pull tube relieve the pressure.  

3. Flue pressure for each module should be less than 2.2” w.c. 

a. Verify when all units are running.  

4. AR-2000 pressure and condensate switch are wired in series. Verify both.  

5. Verify flue check valves are installed correctly and working.  

Touchscreen: 

1. Take a picture of any issues. Contact BGP 

2. EPROME Error.  The inside PB Service Panel may be defective.  

3. Module lost communication.  Power is off or somehow disconnected.  

4. Boiler lost communication. Wiring issues or Modbus settings were changed. Leave at 1 & 2 

Outdoor Temp Wrong:  No outdoor sensor was hooked up. Ok, if not being used.  

Supply sensor on Boiler Screen says defective.  Is it hooked up or wired correctly?  
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APPENDIX G - TROUBLESHOOTING TABLE

LOCKOUT CODES

Error no. Error Description Checks Solutions

0 E2PROM_READ_ERROR Internal software error  Replace the power control board

1 IGNIT_ERROR Three unsuccessful ignition attempts in 
a row

a- Check gas supply pressure; 
b- Check ignition spark; 
c- Correct amount of air; 
d-Check for120VAC at the gas valve.

a- If the gas supply pressure is 
incorrect, it must be adjusted to the 
correct pressure; 
b- If spark is not present check for 
correct ignition electrode position; 
c- If the combustion air pressure is 
incorrect, inspect the vent system 
and eliminate any obstructions; 
d- If the voltage to the gas valve is 
not 120Vac the power control board 
must be replaced.

2 GV_RELAY_ERROR Failure detected in the GV (Gas Valve) relay a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections between 
gas valve and control board.

a- If wires are damaged, replace 
them 
b- If wires are ok, replace the gas 
valve or the power control board.

3 SAFETY_RELAY_ERROR Failure detected in the Safety relay  Replace the power control board

4 BLOCKING_TOO_LONG Control had a blocking error for more 
than 20 hours.
This error is caused when any Blocking 
errors occur and are not corrected 
automatically.

Press RESET button to 
display the Blocking error 
description

Remove the cause of the Blocking 
error

5 FAN_ERROR_NOT_RUNNING Fan is not running after 60 seconds. a- Check for 120 VAC power 
connection of the fan. 
b- Check PWM connection of the 
fan.

a- If no 120 VAC voltage is present, 
replace the power control board; 
b- If no PWM signal is present, 
replace power control board; 
c- Replace the fan.

6 FAN_ERROR_TOO_SLOW Fan runs too slow for more than 60 
seconds

  

7 FAN_ERROR_TOO_FAST Fan runs too fast for more than 60 
seconds

  

8 RAM_ERROR Internal software error  Replace the power control board

9 WRONG_EEPROM_SIGNATURE Contents of E2PROM are not up to date  Replace the power control board

10 E2PROM_ERROR Wrong safety parameters in E2PROM  Replace the power control board

11 STATE_ERROR Internal software error  Replace the power control board

12 ROM_ERROR Internal software error  Replace the power control board

13 APS_NOT_OPEN Air pressure switch not working   

14 APS_NOT_CLOSED Air pressure switch not working   

15 MAX_TEMP_ERROR The external overheat protection 
is enabled or the High limit sensor 
measures a temperature of over 95°C 
(203°F))

a- Check the pump to verify the 
flow circulation; 
b- Check if the valves on hydraulic 
circuit are open; 
c- Check the high limit switch.

a- Change the pump or restart it; 
b- Open the valves on hydraulic 
circuit; 
c- Change the high limit switch.

17 STACK_ERROR Internal software error  Replace the power control board

18 INSTRUCTION_ERROR Internal software error  Replace the power control board

19 ION_CHECK_FAILED Internal software error  Replace the power control board

20 FLAME_OUT_TOO_LATE Flame still present 10 seconds after 
closing the gas valve

 Replace the gas valve

21 FLAME_BEFORE_IGNIT Flame is detected before ignition  Replace the gas valve

22 TOO_MANY_FLAME_LOSS Three flame failures during one demand 
cycle

a- Check the integrity of the wire 
connections of the spark and the 
earth on heat exchanger 
b- check ionization signal while 
running

a- If wires are damaged, replace 
them 
b- check for proper combustion 
settings - if correct replace spark/
flamerod.

23 CORRUPTED_ERROR_NR Error code RAM byte was corrupted to an 
unknown error code
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Error no. Error Description Checks Solutions

24 FLUE_SWITCH_NOT_CLOSING The blocked flue sensor is not closed 
within 10 minutes

25 TSUPPLY_DIFF_ERROR The 2 supply sensors deviate too much for 
more than 60 seconds

26 TFLUE_DIFF_ERROR The 2 flue sensors deviate too much for 
more than 60 seconds

27 FILLING_TOO_MUCH Too many automated filling attempts in a 
short time period

28 FILL_TIME_ERROR Filling takes too long

29 PSM_ERROR Internal software error

30 REGISTER_ERROR Internal software error Replace the power control board

31 T_EXCHANGE_LOCK_ERROR Exchange temperature exceeded the 
maximum temperature

32 T_EXCHANGE_DIFF_ERROR The 2 exchange sensors deviate too much 
for more than 60 seconds

33 LWCO_1_ERROR Low Water Cut Off 1 error Check the LWCO a- Verify water is  in the boiler.
b- Verify good connection between 
control module and low water probe.

34 LWCO_2_ERROR Low Water Cut Off 2 error a- Check to ensure all valves are 
open, pump is running.
b- Check the wiring between the
controller and the LWCO probe.

a- Verify water is  in the boiler.
b- Verify good connection between 
control module and low water probe.

35 GAS_PRESSURE_ERROR Gas pressure switch is open  a- Check gas pressure to ensure
it is steady and within the 
recommended range for the unit.
b- Check with as many modules 
on as possible to ensure supply 
connections are sized properly.

36 AIR_DAMPER_LOCKING Air Damper feedback is not received 
when the relative output is closed for the 
fourth time.

37 FLUE_PRESSURE_LOCKING Flue pressure switch is closed for the 
fourth time.

 a- Check for obstruction in the 
flue piping.
b- Blocking errors should be 
recorded prior to the occurrence of 
this Locking error.
c- Check for condensate in the
hose connecting the flue pressure 
switch to ensure it isn’t blocked.

BLOCKING ERRORS

Error no. Error Description Checks Solutions
100 WD_ERROR_RAM Internal software error Replace the power control board
101 WD_ERROR_ROM Internal software error Replace the power control board
102 WD_ERROR_STACK Internal software error Replace the power control board
103 WD_ERROR_REGISTER Internal software error Replace the power control board
104 WD_ERROR_XRL Internal software error Replace the power control board

105 HIGH_TEMP_ERROR Supply temperature exceeds 110°C (230°F) 
with gas valve closed

a- Check the pump to verify 
the flow circulation;
b- Check if the valves on 
hydraulic circuit are open;
c- Check the supply 
temperature sensor.

a- Change the pump or restart it;
b- Open the valves on hydraulic circuit;
c- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced.

106 REFHI_TOO_HIGH Internal software error Replace the power control board
107 REFHI_TOO_LOW Internal software error Replace the power control board
108 REFLO_TOO_HIGH Internal software error Replace the power control board
109 REFLO_TOO_LOW Internal software error Replace the power control board
110 REFHI2_TOO_HIGH Internal software error Replace the power control board
111 REFHI2_TOO_LOW Internal software error Replace the power control board
112 REFLO2_TOO_HIGH Internal software error Replace the power control board
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Error no. Error Description Checks Solutions
113 REFLO2_TOO_LOW Internal software error  Replace the power control board

114 FALSE_FLAME Flame is detected in a state in which no 
flame is allowed to be seen  Replace the power control board

115 LOW_WATER_PRESSURE_ERROR Low water pressure error   
116 LOW_WATER_PRESSURE_SENSOR Low water pressure   
117 BLOCKED_DRAIN Blocked drain switch is active   
118 WD_COMM_ERROR Watchdog communication error  Replace the power control board

119 RETURN_OPEN Return sensor open

a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections;
b- Check the return 
temperature sensor.

a- If the wiring is damaged, replace it; 
b- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced.

120 SUPPLY_OPEN Supply sensor open

a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections; 
b- Check the supply 
temperature sensor.

a- If the wiring is damaged, replace it; 
b- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced.

121 SUPPLY2_OPEN Supply2 sensor open   

122 DHW_OPEN DHW sensor open

a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections; 
b- Check the DHW 
temperature sensor.

a- If the wiring is damaged, replace it; 
b- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced.

123 FLUE_OPEN Flue sensor open   
124 FLUE2_OPEN Flue2 sensor open   

125 OUTDOOR_OPEN Outdoor sensor open

a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections; 
b- Check the Outdoor 
temperature sensor.

a- If the wiring is damaged, replace it; 
b- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced.

126 RETURN_SHORTED Return sensor shorted

a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections; 
b- Check the return 
temperature sensor.

a- If the wiring is damaged, replace it; 
b- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced.

127 SUPPLY_SHORTED Supply sensor shorted

a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections; 
b- Check the supply 
temperature sensor.

a- If the wiring is damaged, replace it; 
b- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced.

128 SUPPLY2_SHORTED Supply2 sensor shorted   

129 DHW_SHORTED DHW sensor shorted

a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections; 
b- Check the DHW 
temperature sensor.

a- If the wiring is damaged, replace it; 
b- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced.

130 FLUE_SHORTED Flue sensor shorted

 a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections; 
b- Check the Outdoor 
temperature sensor.

a- If the wiring is damaged, replace it; 
b- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced. 

131 FLUE2_SHORTED Flue2 sensor shorted   

132 OUTDOOR_SHORTED Outdoor sensor shorted

a- Check the integrity of the 
wire connections; 
b- Check the Outdoor 
temperature sensor.

a- If the wiring is damaged, replace it; 
b- Verify that the temperature sensor 
has the correct resistance values. If 
values are incorrect sensor must be 
replaced.

133 RESET_BUTTON_ERROR Too many resets in a short time period   
135 T_EXCHANGE_BLOCK_ERROR Exchange temperature exceeded 90°C   
136 T_CHIMNEY_OPEN Chimney sensor open   
137 T_EXCHANGE1_OPEN Exchange 1 sensor open   
138 T_EXCHANGE2_OPEN Exchange 2 sensor open   
139 T_SELECTION1_OPEN Selection 1 sensor open   
140 T_SELECTION2_OPEN Selection 2 sensor open   
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Error no. Error Description Checks Solutions
141 T_SELECTION3_OPEN Selection 3 sensor open   
142 T_OPTIONAL1_OPEN Optional 1 sensor open   
143 T_OPTIONAL2_OPEN Optional 2 sensor open   
144 T_AMBIENT_OPEN Ambient sensor open   
145 T_CHIMNEY_CLOSED Chimney sensor shorted   
146 T_EXCHANGE1_CLOSED Exchange 1 sensor shorted   
147 T_EXCHANGE2_CLOSED Exchange 2 sensor shorted   
148 T_SELECTION1_CLOSED Selection 1 sensor shorted   
149 T_SELECTION2_CLOSED Selection 2 sensor shorted   
150 T_SELECTION3_CLOSED Selection 3 sensor shorted   
151 T_OPTIONAL1_CLOSED Optional 1 sensor shorted   
152 T_OPTIONAL2_CLOSED Optional 2 sensor shorted   
153 T_AMBIENT_CLOSED Ambient sensor shorted   
154 WD_CONFIG_ERROR Watchdog fan configuration setting error   

155 FLUE_PRESSURE_ERROR Flue pressure switch is closed 

a- Check for any obstruction 
in the exhaust system; 
b- Check the condensate 
discharge.

a- Remove any obstructions from the 
exhaust system; 
b- Remove any obstruction from 
condensate discharge and confirm if 
the condensate can flow freely.

156 AIR_DAMPER_ERROR Air Damper feedback is not received when 
the relevant output is closed   

157 T_SECONDARY_SUPPLY_OPEN Secondary circuit supply sensor open   
158 T_SECONDARY_RETURN_OPEN Secondary circuit return sensor open   
159 T_SECONDARY_SUPPLY_CLOSED Secondary circuit supply sensor shorted   
160 T_SECONDARY_RETURN_CLOSED Secondary circuit return sensor shorted   

161 FILL_WARNING
Pressure is too low, demand has stopped 
but no error needed to be stored at this 
time

  

162 FLUE_BLOCKED

Flue is blocked, demand needs to be 
stopped with fan at ignition speed  
but no error needed to be stored at this 
time

  

163 LOWEXFLOW_PROTECTION
Flow is too low, demand needs to be  
stopped with fan at ignition speed but no 
error needed to be stored at this time

  

WARNINGS

Error no. Error Description Checks Solutions

200 CC_LOSS_COMMUNICATION
Cascade System: Leading burner 
lost communication with one of the 
depending burners

201 CC_LOSS_BOILER_COMM
Cascade System: Leading boiler lost 
communication with one of the 
depending boilers

202 OUTDOOR_WRONG Outdoor sensor is open or shorted

203 T_SYSTEM_WRONG T_System sensor is open or shorted

204 T_CASCADE_WRONG  T_Cascade sensor is open or shorted

205 HIGH_LIMIT_TEST_WAIT_ACTIVE Too many physical high limit test 
attempts within 24 hours.

206 CH_SETPOINT_TOO_HIGH Current setpoint is higher than 176°F 
(80°C)

207 DHW_SENSOR_WRONG DHW sensor is open or shorted

208 ZONE_SENSOR_WRONG Zone sensor is open or shorted

209 BOILER_DEMAND-DISABLED All incoming demand is disabled
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NOTE
In order to check if the control is functioning properly the following 
readings can be taken:

AL Link 
24VDC (with S1 Switch On and open circuit). Voltage is variable while 
in normal operation depending on data stream.

Pressure Switches
(ie: Gas Pressure, Water Pressure, Flue Pressure, etc) 3.3VDC while 
circuit is open.

Safety Switch
(High Limit) 24VDC while open

Flow Meter
5VDC at all times

In addition to the ones listed on the Troubleshooting table, there 
are two error messages showing a combination of two potential 
failures.
In order to detect which of the combined failures is stopping the 
boiler, please go through the following procedures:

1. For Array AR 1500 and AR 2000: “Low water press./Bottom 
module cond. block” error message on TS Boiler screen.

That message shows on touchscreen as a result of two possible 
errors:

− Boiler water pressure lower than 7.5 psi, detected by the 
pressure switch on the Return header;

− Condensate blockage that leads to a pressure higher 
than 2.2” wc inside the condensate traps of the module 
3 (for AR 1500) or module 4 (for AR 2000), detected by 
the condensate pressure switch through the flexible hose 
connected to the condensate trap.

In order to discriminate between those two causes, it is suggested 
to access the condensate pressure switch on such modules and go 
through the following steps:

− The pressure switch is normally closed (NC). Confirm it is 
wired correctly, with connections on 1 (NC) and 3 (COM), see 
pictures below.

1 (NC)

2 (NO)

3 (COM)

Fig. 71 Wired pressure switch

− Disconnect both wires.

Fig. 72 Disconnect wires

− Set the multimeter device on Ohm (Ω).

Fig. 73 Set multimeter device

− Connect the multimeter probes to 1 and 3 on pressure 
switch.

− Check the multimeter display. If the pressure switch 
works and is closed (that means the inner pressure of 
the condensate trap is lower than 2.2” wc), the display 
shows “0” or any other symbol indicating there is electrical 
continuity between connections 1 and 3.

1 (NC) 3 (COM)

00.00

Fig. 74 Connect the multimeter probes
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− Disconnect the multimeter and reconnect the wires, as 
shown in the picture below. −

1 (NC)

2 (NO)

3 (COM)

Fig. 75 Wired pressure switch

− Test the pressure switch on the other side of the boiler 
(module 4 or 8); repeat the process from Fig. 72 through 
Fig. 75.

If the multimeter shows “0” (or any other symbol confirming the 
electrical continuity between 1 (NC) and 3 (COM) of the condensate 
pressure switches), the error on the boiler is due to a water pressure 
lower than 7.5psi (or a failure of the pressure switch itself).

If on the condensate pressure switch the multimeter shows the 
circuit between 1 (NC) and 3 (COM) is open, there is a blockage 
downstream of the relevant condensate trap (or a failure of the 
pressure switch itself).

2. For Array AR 1000, AR 1500 and AR 2000: “LWCO/Air inlet block” 
error message on TS Boiler screen.

This message shows on touchscreen as a result of two possible 
errors:

− Boiler water level below the LWCO probe on the Supply 
header.

− Differential between air pressure inside the boiler cabinet 
and air pressure of the boiler room higher than 1.4” wc.

In order to discriminate between those two causes, it is suggested 
to access the differential air pressure switch inside the boiler 
cabinet (left side).
This pressure switch is also normally closed (NC). Confirm it is wired 
correctly, with connections on 1 (NC) and 3 (COM), see picture below.

1 (NC)

2 (NO)

3 (COM)

Fig. 76 Wired pressure switch

− Follow the steps from Fig. 72 through Fig. 75.

If the multimeter shows “0” (or any other symbol confirming the 
electrical continuity between 1 (NC) and 3 (COM) of the air pressure 
switch), the error on the boiler is due to a lack of water on the 
hydraulic circuit (or a failure of the pressure switch itself).

If the multimeter shows the air pressure switch circuit between 
1 (NC) and 3 (COM) is open, the error is due to an air pressure 
differential between boiler cabinet and boiler room higher than 
1.4”wc (or a failure of the pressure switch itself).
The root cause is most likely an obstruction/blockage on 
combustion air inlet.




